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I. INTRODUCTION

Failure detection and redundancy management is discussed for avionics applications of integrated navigation involving coordinated use of multiple simultaneous sensor subsystems such as GPS, JTIDS, TACAN, VOR/DME, ILS, an inertial navigation system (INS), and possibly even Doppler AHRS. A brief high level survey is provided to discuss the status of these techniques and methodologies advertised as already available for handling the challenging real-time failure detection, redundancy management, and Kalman filtering aspects of these systems with differing availabilities, differing reliabilities, differing accuracies, and differing information content/sampling rates.

Following the status review, a new failure detection/redundancy management approach is developed based on voter/monitoring at both the raw data and at the filtered-data level, as well as using additional inputs from hardware built-in-testing (BIT) and from specialized tests for subsequent failure isolation in the case of ambiguous indications. The technique developed involves use of Gaussian confidence regions to reasonably account for the inherent differences in accuracy between the various sensor subsystems. Online estimates of covariances from the Kalman filter are to be used for this purpose (when available). A technique is provided for quantitatively evaluating both the probability of detecting failed component subsystems and the probability of false alarm to be incurred, which is then to be traded off as the basis for rational selection of the thresholds used in the automated decision process. Moreover, the redundancy management procedure is demonstrated to be amenable to pilot or navigation operator prompting and override, if necessary.

A structure to accommodate differing rates of subsystem assessment and tally is developed and alternative designs for navigation architectures are offered based on likely subsystem utilization and newly emerging concepts in decentralized Kalman filtering. Many of the decentralized filtering concepts are only now economically feasible for real-time implementation due to recent availability of commercial parallel processing chips and/or VHSIC compatible systolic array versions of all the requisite algorithms and transformations necessary to support such Kalman filter mechanizations in a few chips.

In recent years, several studies and projects (e.g., [52, 55–57, 60, 83, 85, 99, 103, 109–111, 115, 119, 122–125, 135–141, 160–167, 182, 186, 189, 202, 231, 238, 239]) have sought to reasonably automate the online handling of avionics navigation system information reliance involving several sensor subsystems. Such navigation configurations usually include an inertial navigation system (INS) gyros and accelerometers, in conjunction with use of simultaneous alternative nasal sensor subsystems such as GPS, JTIDS RelNav, TACAN, VOR/DME, ILS, radar altimetry, and possibly even Doppler AHRS.

In order to exhibit fast reaction to changing conditions and to avoid overwhelming the navigator with useless intermediate check data, the multisensor navigation should proceed automatically while conceding to navigator or pilot override, when desired [82]. Such a system is generically denoted here to be a semiautonomous multisensor navigation (SMN) system.

Development of fault tolerant computers [67] and software architectures [119] have been proceeding at a rapid clip and many standard fault detection/avoidance techniques are beyond reproach such as those common techniques that were developed for detecting and handling failures in hardware/design (e.g., power supply monitoring, parity bit checking, use of write and overflow protection, use of error correcting coding, interface signals, watch-dog timers, redundant CPU processors, etc.), for detecting failures in software (e.g., handling of worst case conditions or loading in test program diagnostics, memory check-sum tests, walking "1" test, etc.), and for detecting failures in hybrid embedded applications involving both hardware components and software/computers (e.g., end-to-end and wrap-around testing techniques). Although standardization of design and production standards is proceeding [111] for the abovementioned failure detection techniques, it is somewhat disconcerting that apparently no unanimity of opinion exists for the utility of alternative failure detection techniques that have evolved for detecting failures in systems whose operation is described by dynamic equations (e.g., differential or difference equations with possible additive stochastic or random noise terms present) which typify navigation system models [106]. A brief overview survey of the status of these navigation-related failure detection techniques is offered in Section II as a preferred approach, to the SMN application is sought.

Although a failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is crucial to any endeavor of this type ([111, 176, 54]) in order to match the techniques used to the expected types of failure modes and signatures, this topic is not included in this general discussion because its utility depends entirely on what specific assortment of sensors are to be included. Preliminary assessments of the FMEA for typical SMNs are offered in [66, 110, 52],
while a detailed assessment is available in accessible company studies [115].

Based on the failure detection status assessment, a few of the more favorably represented techniques are combined together in Section III to result in a noise-robust voter/monitor that is offered as a preferred approach for handling the general SMN application and which is shown to also comply with system and computer architectural, timing, and resource constraints typically encountered. Section IV describes the lure of recently evolving decentralized Kalman filter mechanisms and demonstrates how the Speyer formulation [86] (along with its recent refinements) can be adjoined with the voter/monitor approach of Section III for failure detection isolation and reconfiguration (FDIR), developed here as a recommended approach for handling the SMN application. Critical navigation related issues associated with its performance and implementation are also addressed. The aspect that makes such sophisticated software and algorithm implementations currently economically feasible is their compatibility with systolic array implementation associated with VHSIC, as discussed in Section V. A brief summary and associated conclusions are offered in Section VI.

II. SURVEY OF CURRENT FDIR RESULTS FOR NAVIGATION

Failure detection and failure isolation are common problems in complex navigation systems. In general, failure detection requires continuous vigilant monitoring of the observable output variables of the system. Under normal conditions, the output variables follow certain known patterns of evolution within certain limits of uncertainty introduced by slight random system disturbances and measurement noise in the sensors. When failures occur, the observable output variables deviate from their nominal statespace trajectories or evolutionary pattern. Most failure detection techniques are based on spotting these deviations from the usual in the observable output variables.

In modern avionics systems, failure detection and built-in-testing (BIT) are the cornerstones used to signal when the principal path of information reliability or data flow should be switched to an alternative backup path to preserve proper overall system performance. While on-line BIT is usually used to rapidly uncover catastrophic or hard-over failures, other more sophisticated techniques (based in modern control/estimation/design theory) are utilized to detect more subtle or “soft” drifting-type failures that do not necessarily cause the system to shut down entirely but may still considerably degrade system performance with the passing of time unless remedied.

The following considerations are some of the factors that contribute to an overall failure detection/failure isolation/system reconfiguration policy:

- nature of the soft failure (i.e., its type and severity);
- observability of the failure’s effect within the measurement (i.e., degree of perceptibility);
- length of time required to accumulate enough data to register the presence of the failure in the presence of background disturbances such as quantization effects, sensor noises, maneuvers, and even enemy jamming;
- degree of distinguishability from other types of failures for unambiguous failure isolation (cf., [224]);
- ease of corrective actions (e.g., switching to an alternative analytically or functionally redundant path on-line or postponing repair until back at the maintenance depot).

However, the action of failure detection is fundamental to every system reconfiguration policy and the technological area of failure/event detection is undergoing rapid change as new ideas enter the field. These emerging approaches are discussed next.

The reference bibliography [1–80, 159–167, 174, 175, 190–196, 201, 202, 204–206, 214–216, 224, 237, 238] should serve as substantiation of the extent of our coverage of significant failure detection events that have occurred since the appearance of the first paper in this area 19 years ago [1]. More explicit comments on the advantages, disadvantages, and contribution of most of these approaches is provided in an accessible report [115]. Since the perspective taken here is relevance of the automated failure detection approach to navigation systems, the results and conclusions of this survey are germane only to the navigation aspect of SMN.

Rather than dwell on the details of each study, the commendable milestone accomplishments, or originality of design, the limited objective here is merely to summarize the advantages and disadvantages as they relate to SMN and to evaluate these techniques with regard to effectiveness of performance, ease of implementation, risk incurred when required parameters are apparently not yet available, lack of reasonable experimental confirmation in flight tests of early theoretical predictions or perhaps promising results but from oversimplified low-order simulations, etc. By observing all of the significant advantages and disadvantages of the various existing techniques and by carefully avoiding the pitfalls, it was hoped that the proper approach for a FDIR design for SMN navigation could be extracted from existing tools to avoid unnecessarily high development risk.

The somewhat hardnosed survey of [48] reveals the following drawbacks of several current approaches to failure detection:

- applicable only to time-invariant systems, while navigation systems usually have time-varying linear error models [181];
- demonstrated only for low-order systems (1, 2, or 3 states), while actual navigation system linear error models are considerably more complex;
- demonstrated only when system model is identical to Kalman filter model, while practical implementations use reduced-order filters with imperfect nonwhite residuals even in the unfailed nominal case;
• demonstrated only for extremely large signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) rather than for SNRs that would realistically be encountered;
• frequently, indications are missing entirely of what underlying SNR actually is in many research studies (however, a recommended SNR evaluation procedure for applications of this type is offered in [17 and 48, pp. 971–973]);
• claims of perfect detection with no false alarms (clearly a physical impossibility since all detection decisions involve obtaining a balanced acceptable tradeoff between undesirable false alarms and undesirable missed detections);
• only simple failures (such as biases directly in the measurements) are considered exclusively in many studies rather than considering the occurrence of failures more challenging to detect yet more frequently occurring in practice;
• no theoretically rigorous methodology available for determining decision threshold specification, as needed for a complete comparison of test statistic against decision threshold in making failure/no-failure decisions;
• no rigorous quantification of underlying probabilities of false alarms and miss;
• no way to account (and therefore compensate for) serial (time) correlations in the estimates as they affect the test statistic (as functions of these filter estimates) except as developed in [18].

These considerations also served as very specific criteria for initial weeding and rejection of particular approaches from further consideration for the SMN application as likely to be too high a risk.

One particularly important criterion from the above list that is frequently overlooked but is especially appropriate as a test against reality for failure detection approaches proposed for avionics navigation applications is further emphasized here now. In general, there is an underlying truth model of fairly high dimension that completely describes the detailed error evolution of the augmented navigation system consisting of several components. However, typically only a reduced-order Kalman filter (using just the most significant states) is implemented on-line for real-time applications due to the practical constraints on allowable computational delay and computer memory available. Many common failure detection approaches were derived using system descriptions and Kalman filters that are of the same dimension as the truth model or full navigation error model and the rigor of the derivations underlying the detection method critically depend on the filter residuals being white and unbiased in the unfailed nominal situation that is typically assumed to be the prevalent mode of operation. In practice, however, the filter residuals can be nonwhite or biased for the following reasons:

(1) because a failure occurred;
(2) because a bad measurement was received (i.e., presence of statistical outliers or data gaps);
(3) because of the standard use of a reduced-order suboptimal filter in the application ([81, 82]) as is routinely implemented in navigation applications due to constraints on computational capacity available.

Any failure detection approaches that do not explicitly acknowledge the last two reasons above as possibilities consequent incorrectly attribute any nonwhiteness encountered in the application to be solely due to the occurrence of a failure. Just raising the decision threshold in order to compensate does reduce false alarms but makes the test less sensitive to actual failures and can cause missed detections when failures do occur.

Other more robust approaches to failure detection have been developed which do not unrealistically depend on assumptions of whiteness/unbiasedness of the associated filter residuals or even on the Gaussianity of the system and measurement noises. Three such robust yet failure sensitive approaches to redundancy management are

(1) voting between three (or more) comparable components;
(2) midvalue selection (between three comparable components);
(3) reliance on parity equation checks between either identically redundant systems or functionally redundant systems or combinations of systems which together cover the function of another system (known as analytically redundant systems).

Recent generalizations of each of the above techniques to dynamical system models and navigation applications exist as, respectively, [78, 50, and 51] (as further explained in [38, 49, and 159]). Voting is further discussed in what follows.

Based on over a decade of industrial experience in developing an automated real-time failure detection technique for navigation systems (e.g., [14–22]) and in monitoring the status of emerging techniques from a practical viewpoint (as evidenced in [48], as has been further augmented for SMN here), an overview is offered in Table 1 on pertinent aspects of the following four failure detection approaches:

(1) generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) tests;
(2) sequential probability likelihood ratio tests (SPRT);
(3) generalized likelihood test (GLT)/maximum likelihood detector (MLD),
(4) voting tests.

Both the advantages and disadvantages of each of the above approaches are discussed in Table 1 in somewhat general terms; then a recommendation is provided on how to conservatively proceed in the SMN application in order to reduce the development risk.

In lieu of the preponderance and nature of disadvantages over advantages listed in Table 1, it is
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPROACH</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR)</td>
<td>- Analyzing analytic framework appears to suit the requirements of the detection task. &lt;br&gt;- Widely embraced and understood by many investigative researchers. &lt;br&gt;- Essentially applicable to aided navigation systems already utilizing a Kalman filter [48, (6)].</td>
<td>- Claims being an optical test not substantiated [48]; &lt;br&gt;- No viable method yet provided for specifying decision thresholds needed for competence against on-line GLR test statistics in making failure/no failure decisions [48]; &lt;br&gt;- Dependence on (necessary) detection thresholds in recent application studies [53], (64), (66); &lt;br&gt;- Unstoppable computational burden as every GLR implementation needs an increasing bank-of-Kalman-Filters; &lt;br&gt;- Computationally tractable variations as approximate &quot;practical&quot; GLR implementations incur intolerable degradations [60].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential Probability Likelihood Ratio Test (SPRT)</td>
<td>- Can be used in conjunction with a Kalman filter; &lt;br&gt;- Approximate decision thresholds are easy to estimate and relate to underlying probabilities of error (but only for an underlying simple binary hypothesis model); &lt;br&gt;- Well-known philosophy of operation stemming from 1967 roots in Wald's SPRT [2].</td>
<td>- Model mismatch: Failure detection is more involved than just a simple binary test (although treated with Wald's SPRT as such). Unknown time and magnitude of failure dictate that a single hypothesis is more appropriate. &lt;br&gt;- Rounding to midpoint between failed and unfailed decision thresholds (as in [60], [70]) is ad hoc mechanism. &lt;br&gt;- Use of SPRT technique requires prior knowledge of failure, magnitudes (as being either large or small) - an unrealistic constraint/assumption in the DSM application. &lt;br&gt;- Use of prior decision tests (as in one implementation [71]) as triggers to indicate when SPRT processing is to commence is ad hoc and introduces additional unknowns as cross-over-expected effects of back-to-back tests and appropriate decision thresholds being not yet quantified. &lt;br&gt;- Well-known decision threshold evaluation methodology and probability of error quantification for Wald's 1967 SPRT for binary hypotheses unrelated to actual mixed hypothesis situation of failure detection, as now realized by rigorous threshold determination in currently inaccessible [60]. &lt;br&gt;- Recent 1982 failure detection investigations [68] do better model matching in using Shiryayev's SPRT instead of Wald's, but another computational burden of Shiryayev's updated version is equivalent to &quot;square-of-dimensionality&quot; in recent implementation of Dynamic Programming/Talbot algorithms without trellis pruning and should therefore be avoided. &lt;br&gt;- 1980 high flight tests of DSM [66] apparently insensitive since supposed constant level of failure detection thresholds remained in flux and were even modified following the simulated missions (as indicated in [60]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Likelihood Test/ Maximum Likelihood Detector (GLT/RMD)</td>
<td>- Reasonable computational burden; &lt;br&gt;- Use theoretical framework consisting of maximum likelihood estimation/estimation techniques; &lt;br&gt;- Can be reformulated to check parity vectors [49], [p. 8], (6) to assist in fault isolation; &lt;br&gt;- 1980 modification [51] drastically reduced otherwise substantial computer burden encountered in calculation of adaptive decision thresholds responsive to measures. Such use reduces the number of anomalous situations or test statistic above an uncomputed decision threshold, thus reducing the number of false indications of system/component failures.</td>
<td>- Full adaptation of decision thresholds to accommodate all anticipated actually occurring thresholds. Consequently, occurrence of threshold overruns eventually becomes larger computational burden than original objective of providing declinable calculation of test statistics. Time-varying compensation procedure [51] not fully tested but a separate (second) Kalman filter was called for in implementation. &lt;br&gt;- Flight tests [60] indicate that DSM failures take 10-15 minutes to detect and isolate while preliminary investigations [50], [51] predicted detection in 6.5 minutes, detection in a few seconds [51], and instantaneous detection [50].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td>- Can be applied either directly to the raw measurements prior to possible contamination from subsequent processing or applied to subsequently filtered and therefore further refined estimates of the sources of potential problems; or applied to DSM. &lt;br&gt;- Voting tests can be posed in a form such as compatible for representation as parity vector/parity vector cross checking a simplified failure isolation (see pp. 16-1 of [45], (76)). &lt;br&gt;- To account for differing accuracies of contributing components, parity equations can be modified from merely being applied to zero (as expected for ideal exact agreement between sensors) to being applied to a quantity that is operationally equivalent to zero (for all practical purposes); using variable decision thresholds for comparison which one therefore provide sufficient additional query by accounting for expected standard deviations of each participant along with component to account for rules and maneuver. &lt;br&gt;- Optimized generalization of voting tests (as [51]) operates on the output of the Kalman filter and gently decreases a possible element's contribution from overall navigation solution based on instantaneous degree-of-importance without breaking system structure or priority of data flow.</td>
<td>- Requires additional logic for implementation (but as compared to the other approaches mentioned above, the associated computational burden is minor). &lt;br&gt;- Voting on raw measurements in less refined, may lack the necessary precision for unambiguous isolation and may take too long to detect and isolate failures. &lt;br&gt;- Voting on filtered data may incorporate and smooth over deleterious effects of faulty processing and therefore contaminate conclusions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prudently recommended that the use of GLR be avoided in the SMN application even though new (but as yet untested results [142]) are on the horizon. Additional reservations are enumerated in [211]. For similar reasons, it is recommended that the use of SPRT be avoided in the SMN application.

Due to the nature of the disadvantages cited in Table 1, it is recommended that aspects of GLT/MLD testing continue to be explored as a basis for reasonableness tests or as tests on suboptimal but nominal residuals. It is highly desirable to avoid use of a second Kalman filter for threshold adaptation if possible; otherwise it is an unreasonably large computer burden for the SMN application. Finally, due to the preponderance and nature of the advantages over the disadvantages listed in Table 1, it is recommended that voting tests be used in the SMN application. In an attempt to temper the last two disadvantages cited for voting in Table I, it is recommended that

- voting be used both at the level of raw measurements (where computationally expedient maximum likelihood estimators can be utilized that take into account the effect of measurement uncertainties [114]) and that voting tests also be used on the filtered estimates;
- resulting voting decisions be further corroborated between the two levels when applicable (as demonstrated in a methodology offered in Section IIIA).

Ample real application precedents for the use of a voter-monitor structure in flight control and navigation projects exist [53, 55]. Kubbart [53] indicates how modern failure detection and isolation techniques can ameliorate the problem of handling failures in avionics applications for guidance and control objectives involving use of MIL STD 1553 data bus with redundant control and sensor units.

On the plus side, Kubbart [53] uses a voter-monitor type structure for three units whenever possible and forces triple redundancy. Kubbart [53] worries about multiple failures and how to handle them in a failsafe fashion and is able to point out ambiguity when only two systems of comparable accuracy are present. He recognizes situations where the algorithm can tell that something has failed when systems disagree, but not which one [53]. Unfortunately, Kubbart was not specific about how failures will be detected other than by majority rule voting. No consideration was offered in [53] of setting decision thresholds and effects of noises making even identical unfailed sensors disagree slightly (as is handled here in Section III).

Folkesson [55] describes various computer-based techniques for monitoring flight control system (FCS) components such as sensors, servos, and the FCS computer itself. The advantages of [55] are

- presents very efficient algorithmic implementation of midvalue select methodology;
- stresses use of voting and triplex sensors;
- stresses comparison monitoring of sensors;
- stresses use of reasonableness tests (but not necessarily filter-residual based).

A disadvantage of [55] is that it is not specific about how to detect soft failures or how to isolate whether one triplex sensor has already failed and another subsequently fails.

While not strictly a failure detection technique, but a failure protection/reconfiguration technique, the midvalue select algorithm has valuable qualities which make it desirable to use, as is discussed in [55]. The MVS property of never selecting the worst signal out of three is extremely valuable when one sensor fails. The failed sensor will be the extreme or worst one and therefore immediately detected and isolated. A recent generalization of the midvalue selection technique is offered in [159].

A recent survey [167] by Merrill on the status of GLR, SPRT, MLD, and Bayesian hypothesis testing has a tone that conveys considerably more optimism than expressed here in the eventual performance of these same failure detection techniques, but the application arena is fundamentally different for his jet engine turbine control problem than for our SMN navigation sensing problem. Jet engine control apparently has a much lower dimensional (possibly time-invariant) self-contained state-variable truth model with several (4 to 10) control variables as deterministic inputs, thus allowing the system to be exercised or put through its paces to an extent as a type of so-designated "dual control" problem where some of the control energy can be expended during a preliminary learning period to enhance knowledge of underlying parameter values and state variables and whether it is indicative of nominal or failed performance. On the other hand, the aggregate SMN problem usually has a considerably higher dimensional time-varying underlying truth model with no cleanly defined deterministic inputs available for exercising control. Nor are all aspects of the truth model for the types of SMN systems under consideration totally self-contained within the aircraft since conditions relating to movement and location of any external GPS satellites or JTIDS ReNav net participants or VORTAC transmitters, etc., or conditions of the broadcast transmission medium (e.g., interference/jamming) have a considerable effect on the accuracy of the nominal SMN performance. These fundamental differences in the nature of the two applications notwithstanding, the survey of [167] displays what it designates as successful performance results but does not include examples that illustrate proper performance using any of the several decision thresholds that were claimed to have been developed within the programs. Indeed, in the conclusion of [167], it is identified that to date detection of soft failures has been accomplished in the jet engine control application by simulation only, and even that without resounding
success. As indicated in [167, Table 4], unacceptable
detection performance was indicated for almost 50
percent of the types of soft failures for which detection
was sought. Merrill [167] indicates that further gains in
failure detection performance likely hinge on success in
the pursuit of adequate reduced-order models. The need
for adequate reduced-order filter models is also present in
the SMN application and there is a need to heed several
cautions [187], [242] that have been compiled in order to
successfully obtain such models. The above background
served as the starting point in developing a recommended
FDIR approach for SMN applications as developed in
Section III.

III. VOTER/MONITORING BASED ON GAUSSIAN
CONFIDENCE REGIONS

Typical raw data information extraction goals of
SMN-type military applications and resolution for
common data representation in a geodetic coordinate
system are depicted in the center column of Table II for
each representative sensor of likely concern in navigation.

The right column of Table II also depicts the information
likely to be compared following filtering. A single table
is used here since a common voter/monitoring
methodology is developed in this section for handling
both types of testing using just one algorithmic
subroutine. The voter/monitor methodology advocated
in this paper is depicted in conjunction with estimation in
the overview of Fig. 1. The voter/monitor portion is
represented simply as a block in this figure. The details
are discussed below and further in Section IVB.

The first phase of the voter/monitoring methodology
involves performing pairwise cross-comparisons of
conformity of the navigation information provided by
subsystem sensor $i$, to that provided by subsystem sensor
$j$ at the check time. The essence of this test is to compare
the output realizations of the two designated sensors,
which is of the form represented in the center column of
Table II.

The actual outputs of the two sensors, denoted by $x_i$
and $x_j$, are encompassed by 1-sigma confidence regions
(corresponding to the underlying Gaussian statistics)
which also incorporate the associated mitigating
uncertainty reflected by the covariances $P_{ij}$ and $P_{ji}$ (and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Subsystem</th>
<th>Available from Raw Data</th>
<th>Available from a Decentralized Filter Implementation$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLRS</td>
<td>computed Position (3)</td>
<td>Pos(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTIOS RelNav</td>
<td>Time-of-Arrival (TOA)$^a$; Source Position (3)</td>
<td>Pos(3); Vel(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>computed Position (3); Velocity (3)</td>
<td>Pos(3); Vel(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILS</td>
<td>computed Pos (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACAN</td>
<td>computed horizontal Pos (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>Position (3); Velocity (3);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOR/DME</td>
<td>computed Pos (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler</td>
<td>Velocity (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baro- altimeter</td>
<td>Altitude (as calibrated to reference)</td>
<td>used as damping$^c$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
$^a$ JTIOS RelNav could be treated separately in the methodology of the raw data voting-test-of-compatibility as an
exception because of the uniqueness of its information format (being dissimilar to all other formats).
$^b$ Linking lines indicate filter offered which combines more than one component subsystem.
$^c$ Since the Baro-altimeter is used to damp the INS, it is no longer available as an independent test for
corroboration of altitude data except when the INS itself is barred from further participation in voting.
Fig. 1. Multirate two-filter approach: Reduced-order filter processes measurements at fast rate ($\Delta T$) and hands over estimates to more accurately detailed full-order filter for processing at the slower rate ($N \cdot \Delta T$) [97].
encountered in this SMN application. Consequently, the use of the technique of [14–22] is not recommended for this SMN application.)

The fundamental goal at each check time is to test the hypothesis on the consistency of the mean of two Gaussian distributions corresponding to the outputs of the two sensors under test. Ideally, the two means should be identical for both sensors and a standard assumption of the navigation errors being Gaussianly distributed is invoked. What is actually available for performing the test are the specific realizations at times "close enough" (as indicated by proximity of respective data time-tags) and the corresponding covariances as obtained from on-line evaluations to reflect the asserted accuracy of the two sensors. In line with common statistical practice, the test of consistency associated with the situation depicted in Fig. 2 involves calculating the following scalar test statistics at check time $t_k$:

$$l_{ij} = (\hat{x}_i - \hat{x}_j)^T [P_{ii} + P_{jj} - P_{ij} P_{jj}^T]^{-1} (\hat{x}_i - \hat{x}_j).$$

(1)

Here, the data required to compute $l_{ij}$ for any given sensor pair $i,j$ are defined as follows:

- $\hat{x}_i$: geodetic position or velocity components derived from sensor $i$ raw measurement data (as in the middle column of Table II);
- $P_{ii}$: covariance matrix of errors in geodetic estimate of $x_i$;
- $P_{ij}$: cross-covariance of coupled errors in estimates from sensor $i$ and sensor $j$;
- TYPE$_i$: designator indicating type and dimension of data from sensor $i$ available for comparison;
- TIME$_i$: timetag associated with sensor $i$ data.

For fault detection purposes, the test statistic comprises a random variable that has a chi-square distribution (see the appendix). Thus a constant decision threshold can be extracted from a chi-square table, representing the $\alpha$-level of confidence (or $\alpha$ probability) that $l_{ij}$ will be below that threshold value under normal (unfailed) circumstances. The $\alpha$-level threshold value varies only with the number of degrees of freedom, or the dimension $n$ of $x_i$ and $x_j$. The proposed FDI test, then, is:

$$l_{ij} \begin{cases} \leq L_{threshold} & \text{means are consistent} \\ > L_{threshold} & \text{fault indication.} \end{cases}$$

(2)

An algorithm for performing this pairwise test of consistency for $N$ sensor subsystems is offered in the flowcharts of Figs. 3 and 4.

Note that generally $P_{ij}$ is zero for independent sensor outputs. However, the INS represents a significant exception to this rule when it is receiving feedback corrections from the navigation filter (the usual situation). In this case, the INS outputs are highly correlated with those of the most accurate radio navigation sensor (generally GPS) processed by the filter. At least three approaches are possible to handle this case. First, the INS can simply be barred from participating in the comparison tests when it is receiving feedback corrections. Second, the feedback corrections can be accumulated and propagated over time, so that they can be "backed out" of the INS solution at comparison points, yielding an independent data set. Third, the INS acceleration outputs can be integrated independently into velocity and position (outside the INS), such that an independent (noncorrected) solution results. In the second and third approaches, $P_{ii}$ for the uncorrected INS must also be computed (state transition and process noise submatrices from the filter could be used).

The second phase of the voting methodology, illustrated in the flowchart between points $B$ and $E$ in Fig. 4, occurs where the votes are tallied on subsystem-to-subsystem disagreements. The subsystem that is implicated by the largest number of derogatory votes by the other subsystems as being out of kilter is flagged first, and the intensity of the negative voting (i.e., the total tally) is reflected in the designated entry on the SCORESHEET for that sensor (as further explained below). Once the votes are tallied and the prime culprit or subset of suspects are identified, the tallying process is repeated for the remaining participants, such that any secondary faults are similarly flagged. Note that it is quite possible for two sensors to receive an equal number of derogatory votes. In particular, two accurate sensors that disagree will vote against each other. If other sensors are either unavailable, or significantly less accurate, they will not be able to distinguish the real culprit and break the tie so both tied sensors will be declared suspect.

Methods for further resolving such ambiguities are offered here based on follow-up checking of filter estimates for biases or trends of characteristic signatures corresponding to specific known failure modes, but at the expense of taking more time, but still not jeopardizing the mission by avoiding any undue reliance on suspect sensors.

An example of an auxiliary isolation test is useful here. Suppose that the GPS-derived position disagrees significantly with the (nonfeedback-corrected) INS position and that no other sensors are available, e.g., TACAN stations are too far away or are not accurate enough to identify the culprit. The GPS-INS position discrepancy vector $\Delta p$ can then be projected along the four GPS satellite line-of-sight vectors. If the error continues to lie principally along one such vector as the...
Fig. 3. Voter monitoring test, based on confidence regions, quantitatively accounts for uncertainty reflected in covariances due to environmental conditions.

user moves and the satellite constellation varies, and very little lies along the others, then that satellite (or tracking loop which is probably already sufficiently monitored by hardware bit for adequate distinguishability) is the likely error source.

A. On-Line Sensor Status Assessment

A computer memory datablock for each component sensor subsystem entitled SCORESHEET is to be asynchronously maintained. It is suggested that the
Fig. 4. Tallying the votes and tagging failed subsystems in order of worst ranked first, then retallying to find the next worst, etc.
SCORESHEET data block be composed of five data fields as indicated in Fig. 5 with a range of values possible to be attained, as described below the data block of Fig. 5. Following completion of the raw data test, the $a_i$ field is set. Similarly for the $b_i$, $c_i$, and $d_i$ field at whatever completion times are normally encountered for these functions and for each sensor. The importance of having these four data fields as a convenient summarizing tool that enables fast response in detecting changes is illustrated better when BIT is considered in more detail as a representative example of how these data fields are effectively and efficiently used.

According to a prescribed rate schedule (of about every 1/2 second), the sensor status controller should check the SCORESHEET for every sensor participating in SMN and sum the fields to obtain SUMCHECK. Upon evaluating SUMCHECK, the sensor status controller can assess the sensor's status through a few quick logical calculations that proceed as follows:

If $SUMCHECK_i = 0$, then status of sensor, is declared unfailed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Data</th>
<th>$a_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Filter Data                  | $b_i$ |
| Test Summary                 |       |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIT Indicator Test Summary</th>
<th>$c_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Auxiliary Isolation Test     | $d_i$ |
| (if any)                     |       |

| SUMCHECK                    | $a_i + b_i + c_i + d_i$ |

Fig. 5. SCORESHEET summarizes results of all FDI tests for assessment by FDI decision function.

If $SUMCHECK_i \leq FAILDECIDE_i$, but higher than a lower tolerance threshold, then status of sensor, is declared suspect.

If $SUMCHECK_i > FAILDECIDE_i$, then status of sensor, is declared failed.

In this way, the FAILDECIDE, thresholds can be simply tailored based on experience to be unique to a particular sensor along with the tailoring accessible through setting of corresponding voting, filtering, BIT test, and auxiliary test thresholds indicated to be available in Fig. 5. Alternatively, all the thresholds can be made identical across the board for all participating sensors for a truly democratic decision. Thresholds can also be relaxed in a prescribed fashion as the conclusion of a mission draws near where navigation accuracy may be of less criticality if that appears to be an appropriate course of action for the specific application.

Human overrides, as called for in [182], can be accommodated as mere changes in the fields $a_i$, $b_i$, $c_i$, and $d_i$ (or as changes directly to SUMCHECK to either make it zero or to be in excess of its threshold) to signal exclusion of this sensor subsystem from further active SMN participation. As long as voting/monitoring continues to be performed on the subsystem and fair democratic practices are invoked, a sensor previously declared as useless or improperly performing (as a consequence of maneuvers or jamming) may return to service when all SCORESHEET SUMCHECK indications are that it is no longer degraded.

From an analytic viewpoint, each field of the SCORESHEET is derived from a decision test and has quantifiable statistics of false alarm and correct detection. Since the action of forming SUMCHECK is just and "or"ing" operation of four random variables, each with a certain probability of exceeding its "testbench fine-tuned or experience-derived field-tailored" threshold, it is analytically tractable to specify the FAILDECIDE, threshold to exhibit specified tolerable false alarm characteristics using standard statistical techniques ([146, 193, 194; 177, 178, 179]). Moreover, such performance statistics can be utilized in standard approaches [30] of applying discrete-state Markov analysis of the availability/ reliability of these reconfigurable systems as demonstrated in [16, 79]. Recent trends to introduce semi-Markov analysis techniques into this performance evaluation role are currently being developed but appear to require exorbitantly more states (i.e., "the state proliferation problem") and so are less tractable. Recommendations in [151] to prune the state trellis of those states as the primary way to achieve tractable calculations corresponds to not acknowledging the possibility of the occurrence of multiple simultaneous system failures but are unfortunately inconsistent with the realities of the bullets and scrapnell on a battlefield.

One final issue in this voter/monitor design is now raised in order that it can be defused. So far the voting strategy described above has been posed with strict
covariance weighting, while in reality certain sensors are known to be considerably more accurate (in a nominally nonhostile benign regime and environment). Thus certain outcomes should apparently be unquestioningly relied upon more readily than on the secondary sensor subsystems. However, a preferred sensor usage hierarchy can in fact still be conveniently superimposed (or even superceded by pilot preference [182]) without altering the architecture of this voter/monitor methodology but by handling these quirks or deviations in standard procedure by mere minor logical operations on the contents of the sensor SCORESHEET data blocks. The desired consequence then occurs as an outcome in the normal operation of the sensor status controller. However, the desirable quality of democratic voter/monitoring is in how it reacts appropriately to bump a particular primary sensor when it is susceptible to a particularly hostile threat environment, yet allows that sensor to resume its lead role when the environmental perturbations subside. Such were the issues that determined this design.

**B. Assessing the Computer Burden of the Candidate Voter-Based SMN FDIR Design**

An overview of the software modules existing in the FDIR design offered here for SMN is provided in the upper portion of Fig. 6. On the left-hand side are the $N$ sensors available (as the particular version of the SMN set is outfitted with). On the right-hand side are the blocks and boxes representing elements of the SMN FDIR design. The design is depicted in this way to emphasize which software component storage areas have as many instantiations as there are sensor subsystems and which are to be handled as a single subroutine. In this way, the tallies of memory at the bottom of Fig. 6 can be conveniently portrayed as being a factor of $N$ for those items that are replicated $N$ times. Notice that only relatively small and manageable components of only 11 or 28 words are repeated $N$ times. The largest FDIR entity being the voter/monitor is conservatively less than 1000 computer words (of assembly language instructions) and is proposed to be used for both raw data and filtered data voter/monitoring as a common software subroutine slated for dual use.

The operation tallies for six of the seven software components of this SMN FDIR design are depicted at the bottom of Fig. 6. The SENSOR SCORESHEET and the DATA UPDATE areas are not operations but are essentially data buffers operated upon by the other software routines. The table look-up to enable a quick assessment of what data to compare between two sensors should have $N!/(N-2)!2!$ entries representing possible comparisons between $N$ sensor subsystems "taken 2 at a time" (where the case of $N = 9$ yields a maximum of

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 6.** Computational burden of FDIR.
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only 36 simple operations). With this design, there is no requirement for dynamically allocated memory in a real-time SMN application, since it is sufficient to set this parameter beforehand corresponding to the total number of subsystems the SMN system is responsible for. In a very worst case situation, this sorting could occur \( N \) times for a total of \( N^3 \) operations (where the sort is assumed to take \( N^2 \) operations for the list of length \( N \)). This is an extremely conservative worst case type of bound for sorting operations since recent technological breakthroughs in this area indicate that sorting can be accomplished almost instantaneously when parallel processing implementations are used [168–170]. It is very unlikely that the sort will be used \( N \) times but prudent in a worst case analysis dictates that this appear in the simple conservative tally of operations counts for the voter/monitor offered in Fig. 6. In practice, the nominal case of no dissenter or no culprit subsystem being encountered requires no sorts, one culprit being implicated involves one sort, etc.

**AUXILIARY FILTERED TESTS** for refined isolation are prescribed only for certain sensors such as in checking smoothed INS residuals for the presence of an unexpected bias trend of unacceptable magnitude, or in decomposing GPS position error along the lines-of-sight of the four satellites being utilized to reveal when all error is essentially lumped as being contributed by one satellite as an indication of a faulty satellite. These tests could be initiated only when the SENSOR STATUS CONTROLLER declares a sensor to be SUSPECT thus avoiding these computations when such tests are not indicated as needed in the nominal unfailed situation. The logic of these **AUXILIARY FILTERED TESTS** is straightforward and manageable and is just a slight complication over what is already to be done in the normal filtering mode. Since those tests typically require more time to reach final conclusions by deductive-reasoning while considering all possible culprits or sources of test contamination or by requiring more time to allow enough measured evidence to be amassed, **AUXILIARY FILTERED TESTS** are excellent candidates to be implemented as AI/expert system "inference engines." Such endeavors are to be typically done in LISP on "flyable" symbolics machines (with navigation application precedents being already accomplished in [158]). Thus a lucrative and natural partitioning and handling of the processing burden of the proposed FDI algorithm suggests itself: an AI implementation of the **AUXILIARY TESTS** for decisions which are not expected to be immediately forthcoming [196], while the major portion of the algorithm can be routinely implemented (without any AI) using conventional techniques which allow real-time FDI indications. The AI-based **AUXILIARY FILTERED TESTS** could be completed as background tasks and, when ready, its decisions could be incorporated within the architectural framework already described here (cf. [217]). This is a low-risk approach to FDI for SMN that avoids relying entirely on AI algorithms that may currently be incapable of making real-time decisions in the millisecond time frame needed by aircraft. Although not quantitatively tallied here, the computational burden of the **AUXILIARY FILTERED TESTS** are not anticipated to contain any surprises that would tilt the balance already expressed of the general utility of the FDIR design described here.

### IV. ENTRY OF THE ERA OF DECENTRALIZED KALMAN FILTERING

#### A. A Simplified Tradeoff Analysis Characterizing Use of a Representative Decentralized Filter

Standard techniques for quantifying the computer burden associated with implementing alternative filter mechanizations have been refined over the years (e.g., [120, 121, and 106, ch. 7]) and typically involve assessments of algorithm operation counts, the corresponding algorithm cycle times as determined for the target machine, and allotments of program and stored memory. Precedence in applying such tallies are offered in [97] for several alternative decentralized filtering formulations. The utility of such considerations is quantitatively illustrated below in arguing the case favoring implementing a Kalman filter in distributed form (as with the decentralized reformation in [97] of the Bar-Itzhack algorithm [90]) on two (or more) processors rather than as a standard single large filter on one processor (that is more susceptible to being throughput limited). The approximations of [135] are a historical filtering approach to navigation data compression and simplification to conserve on-line computer resources as its rationale. Representative filter state selection for SMN type applications are as summarized in Table III.

As an example, specifications for the phase I integration of the JTIDS ReNav and global positioning system (GPS) on the F-16A originally called for utilization of three separate filters, one for GPS, one for JTIDS ReNav, and one dedicated to aided inertial navigation. This type of situation appears a likely candidate for the decentralized B–1 multirate filtering approach of [97] as illustrated on the left in Fig. 7. The GPS filter could be used to incorporate position and velocity information at a fast rate in an unjammed environment, then fed to a slower-rate higher fidelity navigation filter used for aiding the inertial navigation system in an integrated manner.

For two separate GPS and JTIDS filters of dimension 12 and 15, respectively, as considered in [122] (which, unfortunately, ignored filter throughput considerations) the advantage of two over one larger 19 state unified filter is obtained from the ratio of the total number of required operations [120] as

\[
\frac{(12)^3 + (15)^3}{(19)^3} = \frac{5103}{6859} = 0.74
\]

or a 26 percent reduction in the total number of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILTER STATE DESIGNATIONS</th>
<th>No. 1</th>
<th>No. 2</th>
<th>No. 3</th>
<th>No. 4</th>
<th>No. 5</th>
<th>No. 6</th>
<th>No. 7</th>
<th>No. 8</th>
<th>No. 9</th>
<th>No. 10</th>
<th>No. 11</th>
<th>No. 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity Errors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration Errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle Misselements</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Altitude</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference Error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS Clock Frequency Error</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS Misalignment Angles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS Bias Sway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drift-Bias</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Position</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Velocity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Attitude</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller Related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity Errors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading Errors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of States</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
operations to be performed during each filter cycle even though the INS gyro drift-rate states are modeled twice. Unfortunately, a slight 2 percent increase in required computer memory allotment for data is indicated by

\[
\frac{(12)^2 + (15)^2}{(19)^2} = \frac{369}{361} = 1.02. \quad (4)
\]

However, the large benefit in throughput as the major consideration in such applications appears to be well worth the slight penalty.

The case favoring two separate filters is even more pronounced when considering an alternative state selection [123] corresponding to two filters of state size 12 and 18 versus a single 22 state filter since calculations of the above form indicate savings to be achieved in both the number of operations (equivalent to algorithm cycle time of processing a filter measurement) and computer data memory required as, respectively, 30 percent and 3 percent.

If two separate digital processors are used, parallel processing of each of the two filters on different machines provides the advantage that the system is only limited by the slower speed of the single larger filter (of 15 or 18 states). In comparison, the smaller filter of 12 states can proceed through 6 Kalman filter measurement processing cycles in the same time that a larger unified 22 state filter could complete only one cycle, as indicated by the following ratios:

\[
\frac{(22)^3}{(12)^3} = \frac{10648}{1728} = 6.16. \quad (5)
\]

The conclusion is that a unified single filter will limit processing throughput and hinder full utilization of the GPS measurements available in an unjammed environment. The above arguments are graphically illustrated in Fig. 7.

The novel original reformulation in [97, sec. 1.5] of the B–I algorithm [90] to now be implementable on two processors as depicted in functional detail in Fig. 8 may be roughly represented as the top diagram of Fig. 9. A generalization to three concatenated but nested filters (i.e., the consecutive filter models are nested by perhaps an allowable similarly transformation) operating at decreasing sampling rates of fast/medium/slow is represented as the middle diagram of Fig. 9. The approach for accomplishing this task is roughly merely a back-to-back repetition of the two filter technique already worked out in [97] but applied separately to each two-filter pair of, first, the fast/medium rate filters, then to the medium/slow filter pair.
Fig. 8. Decentralized SHAR filter design to enhance failure detection/isolation and to ease reconfiguration.
B. A Novel Design for SMN Combining Decentralized Filters and Voting

Several aspects of the decentralized implementation depicted in Fig. 1 for the SMN application are discussed now. A practically implemented reduced-order Kalman filter provides a well-understood framework for blending data from a variety of sources to provide variations in performance ranging from reasonably good to merely adequate estimates of the underlying navigation error states. The departure from ideally optimal to merely adequate performance of any practical reduced-order filter is a necessary consequence of the tradeoff that is routinely made in exchanging maximum achievable accuracy in estimation for a reduced computational burden in order to allow a real-time mechanization (with constraints on the available memory and cycle time available). Less well known is that a recent decentralized filter implementation [86, 87] is available that can also reconstruct fully optimal state estimates from data passed to it from several participating local filters designed to accommodate a particular sensor with not necessarily identical measurements or measurement types from these sensors (i.e., differing observation matrices and measurement noise covariance intensity levels) but with a degree of commonality in the underlying states of interest (with possibly differing models for these states as different levels of fidelity for the various local filters). A departure from the full optimality of a global estimate is also possible for this implementation if any of the participating subsystem filters is of reduced order, but the degradation incurred is usually tolerably incurred in using a reduced-order centralized filter.

The Speyer version of a decentralized Kalman filter, as represented in Fig. 1 (but without the voter/monitoring screen), collates all the estimates and auxiliary data passed to it into a single unified global estimate. The inclusion of a voter/monitor screen is an original contribution introduced here that is especially compatible with the structure of the Speyer version of decentralized filtering. This design readily handles all combinations of actively participating sensors and the associated subsystem filters, thus providing the best single solution from the available data. The necessary interconnections between filters (hosted on their individual processors) could be made via databases ([220, 221]). (It thus avoids the problem of ad hoc selection of a single solution from several individual solutions of differing accuracies since no such ambiguity exists in the formulation of [86, 87]).

Use of the voter/monitor screen, as discussed in the appendix (with cross-state comparisons depicted in Table II), for initial weeding from contributing filters of failed sensors prior to collation is a new variation unique to the original design portrayed in Fig. 1 for the SMN application.

Consider the following itemized perspectives on the applicability and advantages of using the decentralized implementation depicted in Fig. 9 for the SMN application.

---

1Details of how to handle several local filters with variations in underlying truth model are explained in [88, 89, 104].
(8) The primary motivation for considering the design of Fig. 1, utilizing decentralized filters in the manner depicted, is the protection that it provides when a subsystem fails. Once declared to be failed or degraded by the sensor status controller (Section IIIA), the culprit system can be prevented from further immediate participation in the global estimate merely by diverting its estimates and associated auxiliary vector from inclusion in the inputs of the unification collating filter. In this way, the unification collating filter is allowed to do the best that it can with what it has available. Another major consideration favoring this approach involving a decentralized filtering implementation is how it facilitates voting on filter-corrected whole value estimates (along with their mitigating covariances that reflect the realities of the current circumstances) as a primary method for detecting and isolating failures.

(9) It is no longer necessary that the two or more filters run at the same rate (but the local filters should be synchronized to integer multiples of a common sample rate $T_s$ so that cross-comparisons between estimates can be conveniently accomplished without worry of unacceptable senescence or computationally burdensome time-tagging and extrapolation to a common cross-check time).

(10) Whereas a failure in any subsystem can contaminate the single "best" solution of a totally unified central filter-based design and can also adversely affect data associated with other subsystems as perceived by a central filter, this problem is avoided entirely with a decentralized implementation since the voter/monitoring and isolation takes place prior to completion of this fundamental step of unifying estimates, thus allowing extraction of any information from failed or degraded subsystems prior to incorporation of remaining good information. Another factor is that additional auxiliary tests for failure signature monitoring on the estimates associated with a particular sensor subsystem can now be tailored explicitly to the specific sensor by being attached to (or performed on) the outputs of the local filters for that sensor without worry of significant cross-contamination that would likely cloud such tests if they were applied to a unified filter. Additionally, all participating local filters are stand-alone so that unwieldy transients are avoided in adding or removing a subsystem sensor from participation without altering the overall controlling superstructure.

As an adjunct to the comments offered in above items (4), (6), (7) on carry-over of the work and experience of the prior designers of any preexisting local filters. These designers of the local filters have already adequately matched the operational constraints on each subsystem and have met its operational goals and specifications (such as way-point navigation or area navigation) [239].

2Larger covariances for INS and GPS during high-$g$ maneuvers, larger covariances for JTIDS and GPS in the presence of jamming or bad geometry, etc.
Adapting these designs to SMN should be relatively easy since the computer capacity for imbedded implementation is likely to be much greater in current and future SMN applications though perhaps less dedicated to the specific local filter. Still, the original filter implementations in general must be converted to a common computer language such as Ada \[163\] or made compatible with the operating system used for SMN; however, there is no need to duplicate the effort in obtaining the underlying descriptive equations other than perhaps changing the step size and making modifications in response to this change of well-known consequences (such as in changing the intensity of the process noise covariance level or in altering some of the terms in the transition matrix).

The major resistance against use of the decentralized filter design of Fig. 1 stems from the fact that there have been few known precedents for its use (successful or otherwise) in particular navigation applications and so it is usually perceived by many as being a high-risk item. However, the suboptimal filtering approach of Bar-Izchack \[90–96\] was offered in a decentralized filter framework in \[97\] useful for INS/GPS/JTIDS applications in Fig. 8. A similar two-filter form for a GPS/INS application is also currently being applied as discussed in \[98\] and, independently, studied in other GPS/INS contexts in \[152, 197\]. JPL is currently pursuing a square-root formulation of a generalization of \[88\] as \[112, 113, 153\] for a tracking application of a satellite position determination. Additional decentralized filtering approaches have recently emerged as \[154, 156, 198, 222, 223\] and on pp. 113–115 of \[233\].

Dosh and Yakos \[152\] ostensibly took a two-Kalman-filter approach to GPS/INS integration because it provides a “transparent” design that simplifies the handling of both state 5 and state 3 GPS receiver operation. Some apprehension is expressed here concerning many aspects of the intermediate and final conclusions in the study of \[152\] for the following reasons.

(1) Several different interpretations can be ascribed to the somewhat sparse discussion in \[152\] concerning a claim that the measurement residual being not yet filtered by the GPS filter at the time of its transfer to the second filter, and the subsequent claim that this residual thus “has the attribute of raw measurement data (i.e., white noise measurement error).” A clarification on this issue is needed since \[152\] invokes this aspect as being the key that supposedly justifies their further claim that the “filter in the central computer can use this residual data and provide independent filtering.” Juxtaposition of both filter residuals apparently contradicts the claim in \[152\] of having independent filter performance since there is evidently strong correspondence of events in time where simultaneous mutual spikes occur even if sometimes of opposite polarity.

(2) By employing this “residual data interface” between the two filters, Dosh and Yakos \[152\] claimed that this aspect allowed a single-channel GPS set to be used for this GPS/INS integration test of concept. Further explanation is needed to clarify just how this accommodated use of a single-channel GPS set.

(3) Dosh and Yakos \[152\] never identified the states being utilized in their 20-state second filter as is necessary for an understanding or repetition of the experiment.

(4) Simulated laboratory testing followed by subsequent van tests were indicated and results were shown; yet nowhere were prevailing conditions cited (such as the current GPS State, GDOP, C/No, FOM, true user position and velocity) that are crucial for a fair evaluation.

(5) Juxtaposition of velocity estimates from both filters still reveals nothing about adequacy of filter performance since proximity to true velocity is obscured.

(6) Unfortunately, Dosh and Yakos \[152\] apparently present no clear evidence that this two-filter design “has eliminated the risk of instabilities associated with using filter data” as is claimed.

Somewhat surprisingly, decentralized filters have been successfully used for over ten years in navigation applications in C-4 Trident submarines and C-4 backfit Poseidon submarines (see \[16, 218, 219\] and \[212, sec. 6\]). However, no coherent decentralized filter theory for coordinating the operations of the two separate filters (SINS correction filter and ESFM reset filter) was ever invoked. Instead, each filter was treated as if it were by itself a unified single filter and standard Monte Carlo and covariance analysis were used for performance predictions and validation. More efficient submarine navigation could probably be realized if the true decentralized nature of these C-4 Trident filters were acknowledged and a rigorous decentralized filter formulation were invoked to support the analyses for a more exacting evaluation that matches “apples to apples.”

A further precedence has now been encountered in successful use of two separate Kalman filters in \[157\]. SITAN was developed by Sandia Corporation in 1983 as an alternative terrain correlation position fix source to TERain COntour Matching (TERCOM). An aircraft using SITAN:

- can be almost continuously refined with position information obtained from its radar updates through comparisons with what is available from its stored map;
- has greater flexibility in its allowable maneuvers because it is not constrained to specific discretely located presurveyed and preplanned fix sites, as TERCOM is;
- can use much lower power radar fixes (less detectable by an enemy’s surveillance or homing weapons) since SITAN again does not rely on a sparse number of “do-or-die” radar fix site locations.

SITAN allows for extensive use of an INS and in so doing utilizes two different Kalman filters. TASC’s 1985 phase I AI approach \[158\] to an advanced tactical navigator (ATN) for WPAFB involved simulation
demonstrations on an interconnected Symbolics/VAX/IBM computer hook-up and notably also used two Kalman filters in its emulation of SITAN usage.

C. Analytical Aspects of the Decentralized Filter Design for SMN

Given several redundant measurement sensors of the following form:

\[ z_j(k) = H_j(k)x(k) + v_j(k), \quad \text{for } j = 1, 2, \ldots, M \]  

(6)

(where \( H_j, v_j \) are the observation matrix and uncorrelated white Gaussian measurement noises, respectively, and \( x \) and \( z_j \) are the global system state and measurements at the sensor, respectively), it is reasonably well known [107] that the optimal linear least mean square estimate of \( x(k) \) has the form

\[
\hat{x}(k | k) = \left[ P^{-1}(k | k-1) + \sum_{j=1}^{M} H_j^T(k)R_j^{-1}(k)H_j(k) \right]^{-1} \\
\times \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{M} H_j^T(k)R_j^{-1}(k)z_j(k) + P^{-1}(k | k-1)\hat{x}(k | k-1) \right]
\]  

(7)

with associated covariance of estimation error provided by

\[
P(k | k) = \left[ P^{-1}(k | k-1) + \sum_{j=1}^{M} H_j^T(k)R_j^{-1}(k)H_j(k) \right]^{-1}
\]

\[
P(k | k-1) = \Phi(k, k-1)P(k-1 | k-1)\Phi^T(k, k-1) + Q_k
\]

(8)

where \( P(k | k-1) \) is the covariance of error of estimating \( x \) at time step \( k \), as propagated from \( k-1 \) for the full state aggregate. \( \Phi \) is the transition matrix, \( R_j \) is the covariance of the additive measurement noise at sensor \( j \), and \( Q_k \) is the covariance of the system process noise at time \( k \). Speyer’s filter [86, 87] is equivalent to the following form:

\[
\hat{x}(k | k) = \hat{x}(k | k-1) + \sum_{j=1}^{M(k)} K_j(k) \\
\times [z_j(k) - H_j(k)\hat{x}(k | k-1)]
\]  

(9a)

\[
= \hat{x}(k | k-1) + \sum_{j=1}^{M(k)} P(k | k)H_j^T(k)R_j^{-1} \\
\times [z_j - H_j\hat{x}(k | k-1)]
\]

(9b)

\[
= \hat{x}(k | k-1) + \sum_{j=1}^{M(k)} P(k | k)H_j^T(k)R_j^{-1} \\
\times [z_j - H_j\hat{x}(k | k-1)]
\]

(9c)

but where, instead of as in [107], several decentralized local estimators \( \hat{x}_j \) are used in the mechanization as occurs in

\[
\hat{x}(k | k) = \sum_{j=1}^{M(k)} \left[ P(k | k)P_j^{-1}(k | k)\hat{x}_j(k | k) \right] + h_j(k)
\]

(10a)

where estimation error over restricted subsets of the measurement data (as considered in [108]) are defined as

\[
P_j(k | k) = E[(x(k) - \hat{x}_j(k))(x(k) - \hat{x}_j(k))^T|Z_j(k)]
\]

and each \( h_j(k) \) satisfies a recursive equation of the form:

\[
h_j(k) = F(k)h_j(k-1) + G_j(k)(z_j(k) - H_j(k)\hat{x}_j(k | k-1))
\]

(11)

where \( F(k) \) and \( G_j(k) \) are matrices calculated on-line as specified by

\[
F(k) = P(k | k) \left[ \Phi(k, k-1)P(k-1 | k-1) \right. \\
\times \Phi^T(k, k-1) + Q(k-1) \left. \right]^{-1}
\]

(12)

\[
G_j(k) = F(k)P(k-1 | k-1)P_j^{-1}(k | k-1) \\
\times \left. \Phi^-1(k, k-1) - P(k | k) \right]
\]

(13)

\[
\times \left[ \Phi P_j(k-1 | k-1) \right]^{-1}
\]

\[
\times \Phi^T + Q(k-1) \right]^{-1}
\]

and the local subsystem filter is specified as

\[
\hat{x}_j(k | k) = \hat{x}_j(k | k-1) + P_j(k | k)H_j^T(k)R_j^{-1} \\
\times [z_j(k) - H_j\hat{x}(k | k-1)].
\]

(14)

D. Voting on Filtered Estimates

By preventing such fairly drastic on-off switching from being used to completely remove the apparently defective component from the loop, the so-called dissenting component may be utilized later if/when it comes back into reasonable agreement (or when some other component is even more degraded than the original dissenting component), so that the original dissenters may then be used as a fall-back support measure for replacement or augmentation of a component that is worst off. Such flexible practices are especially important in situations where some components are more sensitive than others or with performance that is more adversely affected than others in specific regimes or environments. Representative examples of where this would be an important consideration in military related SMN applications are

- during high-g maneuvers (affecting conventional gimbaled gyros and GPS aided/aided);
- close hostile high powered or sophisticated agile jammers (affecting radio-based systems);
- during significant interference (affecting radio-based systems);
- during receive-only operations (as can occur for a passive JTIDS user).
• in situations of unfavorable geometry (e.g., bad GDOP for GPS; low observability, low relative motion, or bad orientation with respect to two navigation Controllers for a JTIDS user).

Thus, the total system benefits from complementary synergistic characteristics when availed (as with SMN) with several simultaneous sources of navigation information, even though it is of varying quality (that is essentially known or may be reasonably ranked on-line by estimation). All these considerations are of concern in FDIR for overall navigation system redundancy management.

E. Sensor Interface Handlers

Requirements exist for properly passing data from one subsystem to another and for converting data obtained from certain sensor subsystems into a desired form for use either in the integrated navigation function or in the FDIR function for SMN. For the INS, there can be requirements on passing VOR/DME data to the INS [111] as well as baroaltimeter data that is the usual fall-back for INS vertical loop damping. When good stable GPS altitude data is available, it has been historically preferred as the source of damping of the effective vertical channel. Baro-altimeter data is also used as a secondary reference in Doppler AHRS. Baro-altimeter data is calibrated to a reference level and altitude conventions differ from that of INS, GPS, and JTIDS. Occasionally INS resets from a Kalman filter are also to be passed across sensor subsystem boundaries and must be appropriately accounted for if conventions differ as to units, coordinate systems, and sampling rates.

While most navigation sensors express final results in a WGS-72 coordinate system, the navigation information provided by such subsystems as PLRS currently express position in MGR coordinates that should be converted to WGS-72 [180] or WGS-84 as now used by Phase III GPS within the interface handler. Similarly, the natural coordinate frame for GPS calculations is ECEF because of calculations that must be performed regarding satellite orbital positions; however, the conversion to WGS-72 [188], [235] is necessary for GPS participation in sensor-to-sensor cross-comparisons within raw data Voter/Monitoring. Similarly, JTIDS and INS results need to be ultimately expressed in WGS-72 coordinates for voting. An ENAC 77-1/5NU 84-1 INS may be either conventionally gimbaled or be strapped down to aircraft body frame coordinates and may therefore utilize supporting quaternion calculations which may need to be backed out [183] in the interface handler prior to participation in voting. Even special purpose alignment/calibration mode calculations may be handled in the interface handler, if necessary.

The key to handling so many functions, within the interface handler, is in using a "smart" interface handler with possibly memory and processor capabilities, where some software code may reside. This was a key feature of the Collins' Phase II GPS design [143, 144, 184, 185] where similar tactics were used in the so-called flexible modular interface (FMI) which therefore allowed commonality among principal equipments (the GPS sets), but handled sensor-to-sensor and sensor-to-host platform issues within the FMI [105]. This design approach offered ease in accommodating a variety of host platforms with differing operational objectives, missions, maneuver capabilities, and operational environments by handling these issues associated with crossing system boundaries within the FMI processing.

V. ASSESSING REMAINING BARRIERS TO ACHIEVING KALMAN "FILTER-ON-A-CHIP"

The possibility of being implemented as a VHISIC chip has been a driving consideration for reformulations, when amenable, of many well-known matrix algorithms that are used in a variety of application areas from radar and communications to navigation. Practical motivation for a reformulation is that algorithms that previously were of the order of \( n^3 \) in time, by requiring \( n^3 \) operations when implemented on standard Von Neumann sequential machines, can now be reduced to be of order \( n^2 \) in time, when the algorithms' structure is such that operations can be distributed in space over \( n \) channels so that \( n \) simultaneous operations are performed in parallel (and could possibly be ultimately reduced to being merely of order \( n \) in time if \( n^2 \) operations can be simultaneously performed in parallel over an area-volume). One structure that accommodates such speeded-up processing is a systolic array [134], where the results of computations are passed along in a structured fashion to nearest neighbors as a continuous waveform of processing to be performed, while the desired answer is pushed out the other end. Another structure that accomplishes faster computations is a specialized CORDIC processor ([129, 130]) that is specially designed for implementing algorithms that primarily involve geometric rotations (e.g., Householder transformations, QR- and LR-algorithms). Use of either of these two processing techniques requires reformulation of the algorithm in general, but may only be accomplished if the original algorithm has a structure that is amenable to such recasting.

It is now evident that all the associated transformations necessary for conveniently implementing a Kalman filter are already available in systolic versions; therefore "Kalman-filtering-on-a-chip" will become a reality soon.

The following filter-related algorithms have been announced as systolic implementations:

1. Gauss–Jordan reduction (no pivoting);
2. (highly parallel architectures for solving linear equations [131] [241];
3. bit level systolic arrays such as implementable in the commercially available NCR45CG72 GAPP;
4. recursive least squares;
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(5) recast version of so-designated fast Kalman algorithm of Falconer and Ljung [147];
(6) pure time updates for least squares lattice algorithm [148];
(7) calculation of eigenvalues via QR-algorithm (for symmetric, banded, and general matrices) using systolic arrays [149] [129]–[134];
(8) reduction of matrices to generalized Hessenberg form via systolic arrays [149];
(9) Choleski decomposition of a positive definite matrix into two triangular matrix factors [173];
(10) Householder transformations [232]; and there is an approach being developed for parallel pseudo-random number generation [234] (that could ostensibly speed up Monte Carlo simulations for decentralized filters as addressed at the end of Section VI). These analytic stepping stones are already available to be further assembled to make decentralized “Kalman-filtering-on-a-chip” for SMN applications become a reality. Even pseudo-inverse calculations [187], [242] are now available from systolic arrays via a singular value decomposition [150], and such simple operations as scalar division have been recast in a systolic form to be as fast as multiplication [210]. A recent occurrence is in the understanding of how several exhaustive alternative systolic realizations can be obtained for the same algorithm via projections [207–209] in seeking a preferred realization. However, caution must be exercised since some of the realizations of [208, 209] are “systolic” only in a broad sense since they can extend beyond just nearest neighbor interaction.

In the past, attempts at pipelining or parallel processing of Kalman filter algorithms were not very successful [229] because they were constrained to use hardware architectures previously developed primarily for FFT calculations, which are structurally different. There are already claims ([126–128)] of current availability of a parallel processor implementation of a Kalman filter. However, the version of [126–128] currently appears to be somewhat contorted from what is classically known as a Kalman filter and is yet (1985) to be decomposed for a systolic or CORDIC implementation.

It is generally known that one major constraint in seeking to achieve any algorithm-on-a-chip is to try to enforce that all operations are self-contained on just one chip in order to avoid higher power consumption requirements otherwise needed for outside cross-communication and likely necessity of imposing cross-time-synchronization. However, it has been recently revealed that some algorithms may be implemented in a decentralized uncoordinated fashion as wavefront arrays so that problem pieces are independently asynchronously calculated in a somewhat recursive fashion (with feedback and feed-across being allowed); yet a globally correct final answer emerges from this decentralized partitioning of the computations [236]. This aspect is of interest if several chips must be cross-connected in order to achieve the decentralized filtering goals of SMN.

While radar applications of Kalman filtering are also pursuing VHSC implementations on systolic arrays, the dimension of the usual filters encountered in the radar application is usually small [138]. Consequently, there is a less impressive benefit in going to decentralized implementations other than being able to allocate many separate small filters for multtarget threat tracking or in having filter chips directly behind the radar elements in large radar arrays to cut down on power transmission requirements. On the other hand, navigation applications typically have enough states to make the gains achieved in decentralized VHSC/systolic array implementation payoff even in the short term in either reduced computational burden or in increased rapidity of cycle time so that sampling rates can be increased and fresher data utilized, as needed on fast moving platforms. It is hoped that more attention will eventually be paid (than initially offered in early VHSC pursuits of Kalman filters) to numerically stable filter implementations such as in use of Joseph’s form of the covariance update equation or in use of Bierman’s UDUT formulation. With the development of VHSC Hardware Description Language (VHDL), it should be possible to emulate the performance of software algorithms (and perform investigations of the efficacy of alternative layouts on a VHSC chip) and assess the beneficial effects on algorithm efficiencies reaped through use of systolic arrays.

VI. SUMMARY

Failure detection techniques compatible for navigation systems were surveyed in Section II, refined for the specific SMN avionics application in Section III, and adjoined with a decentralized filtering formulation in Section IV as a design recommended as being worthy of further consideration.

Recapitulating, there are four significantly desirable properties of the decentralized SMN design offered in Section IV (Fig. 1):

(1) resolving differing periods between measurement updates (as \( T_2 \) to \( T_7 \), for participating subsystems) is handled automatically without significantly altering underlying currently fixed design of preexisting stand-alone subsystems by merely synchronizing the sampled outputs of each subsystem’s existing filter to an integer multiple of a common base period \( T_i \) at which the unification collating filter operates;

(2) if any one or more of the several sensor subsystems fails or goes off-line for any reason (e.g., separate processor failure, jamming interference, satellite destruction, fundamental clock failures, anticipated normal mode hardware failures, unanticipated scrapnell-induced failures, EMP, etc.) this structural framework appears to offer the best estimate with the remaining information still provided;

(3) handles cross-correlation information routinely as imbedded in the computations of Eqs. 11–13;
(4) instead of each local filter transmitting (via [203]) all raw measurements \( z_j(k) \) to the other subsystems or to the master unification collating filter it is sufficient in the design of [86, 87] to transmit only two \( n_y \)-dimensional vectors: \( P_j(k)^{-1} e_j(k) \) and \( h_j(k) \) since the summarizing quantity \( h_j(k) \) is itself a function of the local measurements.

The generalization of the Speyer filter that occurs in [88] is such that the structure of Fig. 1 is still adhered to, but

- individual system models of the subcomponent filters are not necessarily identical; yet the unification collating filter still correctly accounts and compensates for such differences in providing optimal estimates;
- global and local models must imply the same physical relationship among the existing measurements (e.g., if two measurements are considered to be independent by the Global model, then no local model is allowed to lump them together and, conversely, if the global model describes a measurement as redundant, the same redundancy must appear in the local models that utilize it);
- Speyer [86] and Chang [87] offer a nonhierarchical design in the relationship between subsystems, while [88] presumes a single central unified filter (exactly consistent with Fig. 1 minus the new voter/monitor);
- the single centralized unification collating filter no longer has to consider each transmitted vector \( h_j(k) \) (as required in the designs of [86, 87]), but need only be concerned with a single vector as the sum

\[
\mathbf{r}(k) = \sum_{j=1}^{M(k)} h_j(k)
\]

and \( \mathbf{r}(k) \) is propagated recursively by

\[
r(k+1) = T(k) \mathbf{r}(k) + \sum_{j=1}^{M(k)} K_j(k) e_j(k)
\]

where \( T \) and \( K_j \) are defined in [88] but are consistent with the original design of [86, 89]. Of course, considerable simplifications occur in the above formulation of [80] when local models are identical to global models as occurs to an extent in the SMN application.

It is further remarked that since the alternative decentralized filter formulations of [86–89] correspond exactly to the output of a centralized global Kalman filter, theoretical stability is not an issue. Since the outputs are identical, the decentralized implementation is asymptotically exponentially stable as is the global centralized Kalman filter. However, numerical stability still is an issue that needs to be addressed further. The descriptive equations presented here and dwelled on in [86–89] emphasize internal system structure rather than the most computationally efficient or most numerically stable implementation of the decentralized filter. A so-designated Bierman-type UDU\(^T\) square-root filter formulation and/or an information filter formulation [p. 946, 228], [229] would be more computationally expedient for implementing the decentralized filter by, respectively, providing the requisite stability in recursive computations so important in real-time mechanizations over long mission times and in avoiding unnecessary inverses of covariance matrices. There remain some issues to be clarified or refined relating to the amount of approximation incurred in using multiple sampling/utilization rates and [171] may help in this resolution.

The effect of using reduced-order filters (when an acknowledged higher order system truth model is present) can only be evaluated via more expensive Monte Carlo simulations at the present time for most decentralized filter formulations (except for the approximate approach of [90] as discussed in [91–93]). Rigorous covariance analysis evaluation tools for decentralized filters are currently absent and are wanting.

While the CRAY-2 has four processors and 16 million 64-bit word memories [225], the G\(_4\)A\(_6\)-based CRAY-3 to be available in 1988 will ostensibly have 16 processors and should be able to simultaneously handle simulation of the decentralized filtering approach advocated in Section IVC. The CRAY-3 could handle evaluation of each separate indicated sensory designated filter on a separate processor as well as reserving processors for the screening and collating functions. The trajectory generation functions (with cross-coupled specific forces of banking now realistically handled), the feedback resets of the INS, and failure emulation simultaneously in parallel while yet another processor could emulate the location dependent effects of jamming and wind shading.

**APPENDIX**

**RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHI-SQUARED STATISTICS AND WEIGHTED PAIR-WISE CORROBORATION TESTS OF THE VOTER/MONITOR**

In order to quantitatively compare consistency between the outputs of several sensor subsystems in pairs-of-two to enable eventual voter/monitoring of the totality, the \( N \) available sensor outputs are assumed to be of the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{w}_{1}(t) & \triangleq \text{whole value measurements from sensor 1 at time } t \\
& = \text{true value}(t) + x_{1}(t) \\
\mathbf{w}_{2}(t) & \triangleq \text{whole value measurements from sensor 2 at time } t \\
& = \text{true value}(t) + x_{2}(t) \\
& \vdots \\
\mathbf{w}_{N}(t) & \triangleq \text{whole value measurements from sensor } N \text{ at time } t \\
& = \text{true value}(t) + x_{N}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( x_{i}(t) \) is the error or deviation of sensor \( i \) from the true value at time \( t \) and are Gaussianly distributed, zero mean random variables (as per the usual assumption for navigation errors that permits the successful use of Kalman filtering). Reiterating, the voting philosophy
currently being recommended is to look at the divergence
between dimensionally compatible quantities of the same
generic type of the following form:
\[
\begin{align*}
w_1 & - w_2(t) = \text{[true value}(t) + x_1(t)] \\
& - \text{[true value}(t) + x_2(t)] \\
& = [x_1(t) - x_2(t)] \quad (A4)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
w_2 & - w_N(t) = \text{[true value}(t) + x_2(t)] \\
& - \text{[true value}(t) + x_N(t)] \\
& = [x_2(t) - x_N(t)] \quad (A5)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
w_N & - w_1(t) = \text{[true value}(t) + x_N(t)] \\
& - \text{[true value}(t) + x_1(t)] \\
& = [x_N(t) - x_1(t)] \quad (A6)
\end{align*}
\]

where attention is now focused on the remaining
simplified terms within the brackets.

Either from simplified maximum likelihood estimator
accuracy assessments derived from simple computations
[114] on the raw data (by being stripped off of status
words of received data messages), or from on-line filter
computations, appropriate covariances \( \hat{P}(t) \) for each
component subsystem (as influenced by fixes, maneuvers,
possible significant latitude changes, effects of jamming,
possible bad geometry, etc.) are available from which
proper compatible subsets of covariance matrices may be
extracted for the SMN application at each check time.
These covariance subsets are assumed to be available for
the calculations and derivations that are discussed next.

Denote the following three \( p \times p \) covariance matrix
subsets of generically similar quantities as
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{P}_{12}(t) &= \text{covariance of } [x_1(t) - x_2(t) | z(t)] \\
& = [P_{11} + P_{22} - P_{12} - P_{21}] \quad (A7)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{P}_{2N}(t) &= \text{covariance of } [x_2(t) - x_N(t) | z(t)] \\
& = [P_{22} + P_{NN} - P_{2N} - P_{N2}] \quad (A8)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{P}_{N1}(t) &= \text{covariance of } [x_N(t) - x_1(t) | z(t)] \\
& = [P_{NN} + P_{11} - P_{N1} - P_{1N}] \quad (A9)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( z(t) \) in the above represents the measurements of
Eq. 6 up to time, \( t \), and the conditioned expectation is
being utilized. Exact on-line computation of covariance
matrices of both \( x_i \) and \( \hat{x}_i \) is as indicated in Eqsns. 4, 7,
11, 18]. These submatrices may be utilized as described
below.

It is desirable to have compatibility measures that
monitor the agreement between the outputs of the various
sensor subsystems while also considering the cross-
covariances (i.e., possibly including an accounting of the
cross-correlation or cross-coupling in latitude, longitude,
and altitude estimates). Such a measure is provided by
\[
\begin{align*}
l_{12}(t) &= [w_1(t) - w_2(t)]^T \hat{P}_{12}^{-1} [w_1(t) - w_2(t)] \\
& = [x_1(t) - x_2(t)]^T \hat{P}_{12}^{-1} [x_1(t) - x_2(t)] \quad (A10)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
l_{2N}(t) &= [w_2(t) - w_N(t)]^T \hat{P}_{2N}^{-1} [w_2(t) - w_N(t)] \\
& = [x_2(t) - x_N(t)]^T \hat{P}_{2N}^{-1} [x_2(t) - x_N(t)] \quad (A11)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
l_{N1}(t) &= [w_N(t) - w_1(t)]^T \hat{P}_{N1}^{-1} [w_N(t) - w_1(t)] \\
& = [x_N(t) - x_1(t)]^T \hat{P}_{N1}^{-1} [x_N(t) - x_1(t)] \quad (A12)
\end{align*}
\]

which has several additional useful properties as well.
(Please notice that the forming of the above three inverses
is easily accomplished since all three matrices are of
fairly small dimension.)

A. Useful Properties of the Comparison Test Statistic

The first usefull property to note is that the effect of
time variation is actually suppressed in the forming of the
\( l_{ij}(t) \) as can be seen by a closer examination of the
underlying structure, as now presented. Confining
attention to only \( l_{12}(t) \) (since identical arguments hold for
the other \( l_{ij} \)), consider the following linear
transformation\(^3\) from the \( x \) to \( y \) domain:
\[
y = [\hat{P}_{12}(t)]^{-1/2} [x_1(t) - x_2(t)]. \quad (A13)
\]

Note that
\[
E[y] = [\hat{P}_{12}(t)]^{-1/2} E[x_1(t) - x_2(t)] = 0 \quad (A14)
\]
and
\[
E[y y^T] = [\hat{P}_{12}(t)]^{-1/2} \{E[(x_1(t) - x_2(t)) \times [x_1(t) - x_2(t)^T] [\hat{P}_{12}(t)]^{-1/2} = [\hat{P}_{12}(t)]^{-1/2} \hat{P}_{12}(t) [\hat{P}_{12}(t)]^{-1/2} = I_{p \times p} \quad (A15)
\]

and that the linear transformation of (A13) on the
Gaussianly distributed \( x_1(t) - x_2(t) \) guarantees that \( y \) is
also Gaussianly distributed (and, as indicated from (A14)
and (A15), of zero mean, and unity variance, and that the
individual components of \( y \) are uncorrelated and thus
independent since \( y \) is Gaussian). Thus the statistics of
\( y(t) \) are time invariant (which is why the time \( t \) was
suppressed for \( y \) in (A13)). Therefore the measure
\[
l_{12}(t) = y^T y = y_1^2 + y_2^2 + \cdots + y_p^2 \quad (A16)
\]

\(^3\)Although a square root \( [\hat{P}_{12}(t)]^{-1/2} \) is indicated above, no such
computational requirement explicitly exists for real-time mechanization.
has statistics that are time invariant (and similarly for the other \(l_i\)).

Eqs. A13 to A15 are actually an abbreviated form (that encompasses two different cases) that is merely offered here to facilitate transfer of the main idea. The two cases currently subsumed in Eqs. A13 to A15 (with a slight abuse of notation) that should rightly be treated separately to be totally rigorous are for raw data voting and for filtered data voting, respectively, and a distinction should be made as to whether the total expectation is being used or just the conditional expectation, given the measurements. In the case of having both raw data and filtered estimates available, voting can take place on 
\[
[(w_1 - \hat{x}_1) - (w_2 - \hat{x}_2)] = (x_1 - \hat{x}_1) - (x_2 - \hat{x}_2)
\]
by virtue of Eq. A4, and the result corresponding to Eq. A14 being zero is the same with either total or the above mentioned conditional expectations being utilized throughout since for Kalman filtering, the conditional covariance can be calculated a priori and it is identical to the covariance under total expectation [233].

A second useful property of the \(l_i(t)\) is that they are central chi-square distributed with \(p\) degrees of freedom.\(^4\) This property follows directly from the definition of central chi-square [84, p. 109], where the number of terms in the sum fixes the number of degrees of freedom. The requirements for \(l_i(t)\) to be chi-squared of \(p\) degrees of freedom (\(\chi_p^2\)) is satisfied by examining (A13) to (A15) (and the same conclusions follow for the other \(l_j\) by identical arguments). Constant decision "threshold of goodness" \(\gamma_{ij}\), can be obtained from statistical tables for central chi-square (e.g., [84, pp. 601, 602, Table 2]) such that the value of \(l_{ij}(t_i)\), as calculated from the measurements should be
\[
l_{ij}(t_i) = \gamma_{ij}
\]
with probability of a set value \(\alpha\) (say, 0.95). If any \(l_{ij}(t_i)\) exceeds this constant value, then it is an indication that

\(^4\)Conversely, for a known discrepancy between the means of the two estimates, the distribution of \(l_{ij}\) is noncentral chi square. This aspect can be utilized in quantifying detection probabilities.

\[[\text{Fig. 10. Generalization of requisite test statistic calculations needed for cross-comparing subsystems of comparable measurements.}]\]
TABLE IV
Conceptual Basis for the Voter Tallying Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem Under Review</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Subsystems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Vote(2,1)</td>
<td>Vote(N,1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vote(1,2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Vote(N,2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Vote(1,N)</td>
<td>Vote(2,N)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALLIES</td>
<td>TALLY(1)</td>
<td>TALLY(2)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>TALLY(N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
VOTE(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } k = 0 \\
1 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
0 \leq TALLY(i) \leq N-1 \\
TALLY(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \text{Vote}(i,j)
\]

something is wrong or that the two subsystems i and j have incompatible indications.

For the case of a known but calibrated random bias being present in Eq. A14 in the nominal unfailed situation so that it is no longer zero. This can still be handled using noncentral chi-square where the noncentrality parameter appropriately accounts for this.

A voting scheme that is reasonably easy to understand, interpret, and justify is offered in Section III using the terminology and definitions of this appendix.

These measures of intersubsystem sensor data consistency or discrepancy (depending, respectively, on whether the test statistic is below or above the appropriate constant decision threshold level) serves as the basis of the voter/monitor methodology that was described in Section III.

B. Voter/Monitoring for Both Raw Data and Filtered Data

The test statistics for pair-wise consistency checking, as described in the preceding section, can be applied as long as the requisite covariances are supplied along with the Gaussianly distributed estimates. The total number of explicit pair-wise cross-comparisons that need be made for an exhaustive examination are depicted in Figs. 10(a), (b), (c) for three case studies involving 3, 4, and 5 component subsystems, respectively. The number and type of cross-comparisons that need be performed for an exhaustive examination in the general case involving N sensor subsystems is depicted in Fig. 10(d) and requires only N(N - 1)/2 explicit evaluations. Such an evaluation appears to constitute an unreasonable computational burden in most SMN applications since usually fewer than 8 subsystems would need be checked in this manner in a worst case loading yielding only 8(8 - 1)/2 = 28 evaluations that need be made. (A more likely nominal load of 3 or 4 subsystems being present would only require 3 to 5 evaluations!)

The flowchart of an algorithm for performing the pairwise subsystem comparisons for SMN is presented in Fig. 3. The SMN subsystem sensor data is to be in the format described in Table II. This algorithm (and the subsequent algorithm described in Fig. 4) is as applicable to raw data testing as it is to filtered data testing.

A conceptual tallying procedure is depicted in Table IV that served as the basis of the vote tallying algorithm offered in Fig. 4. The entire voter/monitoring procedure is covered in the flowcharts of Figs. 3 and 4 with the philosophy as described in detail in Section III that justifies its tailoring to the SMN application. A few additional design issues are discussed below.

It may be desirable that cross-comparison voting not be carried out separately for the horizontal and vertical components of position even though more uncertainty is anticipated to be in the vertical components as usually occurs for most navigation sensors. The reason that such fine resolution was avoided here is that if vertical and horizontal channels were voted separately, differing voting outcomes do not offer the logical follow-on of mixing and matching in real time; however, using all three components in a test, when appropriate, allows all cross-correlations to be adequately accounted for as a test of greater significance. Similar remarks can be made about the degree of isolation refinement required in real-time for on-line SMN operation.

In conclusion, for those sensor subsystems that do not offer on-line computation of the associated covariance that is necessary to have before it can participate in the voter/monitor methodology described here, other means of inputting the necessary covariances are routinely available at both an aggregate system level as illustrated in Table V and at a detailed level as in Tables VI, VII, and VIII. Rules-of-thumb have also been summarized as in Table IX as one way to decide whether a secondary subsystem should even be participating in the voter/monitoring methodology or be more properly classified as not available yet until sufficiently within range of its broadcast station.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vortac (VOR + TACAN)</th>
<th>Doppler</th>
<th>JTIDS RELNAV</th>
<th>GPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric coverage</td>
<td>Line-of-sight (100 NM)</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>Line-of-sight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal reliability</td>
<td>High VHF, L-band (13 GHz)</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High (L-band) 960-1215 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Content</td>
<td>Relative Rho/Theta 2D Pos.</td>
<td>2D Position</td>
<td>Relative 2D Pos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>±1.65, 1σ±1NM, 1σ±600 ft (Velocity)</td>
<td>0.1-0.25% 1σ</td>
<td>Classified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>±σ(1ME) (Position)</td>
<td>0.5-1oCEP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Versatility</td>
<td>Air, short distance approach</td>
<td>Air, long distance, dead reckoning</td>
<td>Air, surface, med dist., Coll. avoid. weap., delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User equipment cost</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) 3D data available for favorable geometry of sources only.
(2) If position references are available.
(3) Under optimum conditions, 100 ft CEP considered likely.
(4) Dual frequency receiver, exclusive of own velocity error effect.
(5) Single frequency receiver, exclusive of own velocity error effect.
(6) Predicted for highest performance receiver and full 21-satellite configuration.
(7) RELNAV function is software addition only to basic communication terminal.
(8) Different performance quality level equipment being developed.

### TABLE IX
Sensor Range and Accuracy [100]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>RANGE, n mi</th>
<th>PROPAGATION</th>
<th>SITE*</th>
<th>INSTRUMENT</th>
<th>ACCEPTED SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOR</td>
<td>200a</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>3.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler VOR</td>
<td>200a</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>0.5*</td>
<td>1*</td>
<td>1.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DME</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>200 ft, 2*</td>
<td>3000 ft or 3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACAN:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>200 to 2000 ft</td>
<td>2000 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearing</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Typical

a Line of sight

† Depending on price
TABLE VI
Gimbaled Platform INS Error Model [103]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RMS VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TUNED ROTOR GYROS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Drift Rate Biases</td>
<td>0.01 deg/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale-Factor Errors</td>
<td>400 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-Sensitive Drift Rate Biases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Unbalance</td>
<td>0.02 deg/hr/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrature</td>
<td>0.02 deg/hr/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heading-Sensitive Drift Rate Bias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Axes</td>
<td>0.007 deg/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Axes</td>
<td>0.025 deg/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Axes Misalignment Angles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Axes</td>
<td>50 arc sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Axes</td>
<td>150 arc sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ACCELEROMETERS                             |            |
| Fixed Biases                               | 50 µg      |
| Scale-Factor Errors                        | 300 ppm    |
| Input Axes Misalignment Angles             |            |
| Angles                                     | 80 arc sec |
| Vertical Deflections*                      | 8.3 arc sec|

*Correlation distance = 25 nm

TABLE VII
Strapdown INS Error Model [103]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RMS VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RING LASER GYROS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Drift Rate Bias</td>
<td>0.008 deg/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale-Factor Error</td>
<td>2 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband Noise</td>
<td>0.002 deg/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale-Factor Linear Asymmetry</td>
<td>(0.2 deg/hr)/ (rad/sec)^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale-Factor Omega-Squared Asymmetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Axes Misalignment Angles</td>
<td>5 arc sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| ACCELEROMETERS                             |            |
| Fixed Biases                               | 40 µg      |
| Scale-Factor Errors                        | 60 ppm     |
| Scale-Factor Linear Asymmetry              | 40 ppm     |
| Input Axis Misalignment Angles             |            |
| Yaw                                        | 7 arc sec  |
| Pitch and Roll                             | 10 arc sec |
| Random Noise                               | 3 µg       |
| Vertical Deflections*                      | 8.3 arc sec|

* Correlation time = 60 sec
+ Correlation distance = 25 nm

TABLE VIII
NAVAID Error Models [103]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>RMS VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOPPLER RADAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misalignment Angles</td>
<td>3.4 arc min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale-Factor Errors</td>
<td>0.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Calibration Error</td>
<td>17 arc sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband Error*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Along-Track</td>
<td>0.0084 g/ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Track</td>
<td>0.0143 g/ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea Surface Current*</td>
<td>1.3 ft/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband Position Errors</td>
<td>14 ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband Velocity Errors</td>
<td>0.06 ft/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Discrete measurement errors (60 sec averaging), v_g is ground speed in ft/sec.
+ Over-water segment only, correlation time = 1 hr
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